Thursday, 23 June 2015

SHAFR Council meeting: 8:00 am – 12:45 pm, Boardroom (Room 226)

SHAFR Teaching Committee: 8:00 – 10:00 am, Room 223A

Registration: 10:00 am – 4:00 pm, Garden of the Sky

Book Exhibit: 10:00 am – 5:30 pm, First Floor Rotunda

Session I: 11:45 am – 1:30 pm (Panels 1 - 13)

Panel 1: The Color of Modernization: American Racial Politics and International Development (Room A)

Chair: Robert Vitalis, University of Pennsylvania

Replacing the Imperialism of the Past: Race and Strategic Minerals in the Rise of Modernization
Megan Black, Harvard University

Race, Security, and Modernization: Policing the Global Color Line
Stuart Schrader, Harvard University

“But What Will This Make America Look Like?” Race and Place in the Volunteers to America Program
Beatrice Wayne, New York University

Comment: Alyosha Goldstein, University of New Mexico

Panel 2: Social Democracy, Covert Diplomacy, and U.S. Foreign Policy (Room B)

Chair: Hugh Wilford, California State University, Long Beach

The AFL, the CIO, and Competing Cold War Definitions of Labor’s Role in Democracy
Quenby Hughes, Rhode Island College

The Geometry of Deception: American Foreign Policy, Covert Action, and the Case of Cuba, 1956-1962
Karen Paget, Independent Scholar

Social Democracy and the Labor Movement in Early Cold War Latin America
Patrick Iber, University of Texas at El Paso
Comment: Hugh Wilford


Chair: Doug Rossinow, Metropolitan State University

*Forging a Postcolonial Protestantism: American Missionaries, Human Rights, and Transnationalism, 1960-1990*
Emily Stewart, University of Pittsburgh

*Rapture and Realignment: Evangelical Conservatives and Perceptions of Israel on the American Right*
Ian Van Dyke, Ohio University

Comment: Doug Rossinow

**Panel 4: Empire, Race, and Working-Class Geopolitics across the Twentieth Century (Room C)**

Chair: Stella Krepp, University of Berne, Switzerland

“To Keep the Sea for the White Race”: The La Follette-Seamen’s Act and the Imperial Globalization of Asiatic Exclusion
William Riddell, University of Toronto

*Underwater Resistance: Maritime Workers and Diplomacy from Below during the Hands Off Ethiopia Protests of 1935*
Joseph Fronczak, Princeton University

Comment: Stella Krepp

**Panel 5: Imperial Reciprocities: Strategies of Rule and Knowledge Transfer in American Foreign Relations, c. 1898-1914 (Room 215)**

Chair: Frank Schumacher, University of Western Ontario

*Alexander Hamilton and the Early Republic in Edwardian Imperial Thought*
Patrick M. Kirkwood, Central Michigan University
Robert A. and Barbara Divine Graduate Student Travel Grant winner

“More Like Guests than Enemies”: Spain’s Imperial Legacy and American Colonial Rule in the Caribbean Basin
Gregg French, University of Western Ontario
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner
A Common School of Colonial Warfare: Concentration Policies around 1900
Jonas Kreienbaum, University of Rostock, Historical Institute
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

“Through the Instrumentality of Modern Mohammedanism”: Looking Towards Constantinople in the Islamic Philippines, 1899-1913
Oliver Charbonneau, University of Western Ontario
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Comment: Anne L. Foster, Indiana State University

Panel 6: Roundtable: Interventions: The Global Early American Republic (Room D)
Chair: Kariann Yokota, University of Colorado, Denver
Emily Conroy-Krutz, Michigan State University
Brandon Mills, University of Colorado, Denver
Maureen Connors Santelli, Northern Virginia Community College
Rachel Tamar Van, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
Comment: Kariann Yokota

Panel 7: Decolonization and New Alliances (Room 217)
Chair: Ronald Williams II, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

“Truth Is on Our Side”: Cold War Diplomacy and the Making of the Civil Rights Narrative
Vivien Chang, University of British Columbia

“The Entire World Will Federate or Die”: The Postwar Federal Moment and the Global South’s Path to Political Modernization
Jason Parker, Texas A & M University

“Calumny” at the Conference: Decolonization and Imperialism at the UN Women Conferences, 1970-1985
Manna Duah, Temple University

Comment: Ronald Williams II

Panel 8: The U.S. in the Middle East: Between Interests and Ideology (Room I)
Chair: Salim Yaqub, University of California, Santa Barbara
The U.S. and the Free Officers’ Revolution in the Middle East
Brandon Wolfe-Hunnicutt, California State University at Stanislaus

The Ideology of the Frontier and U.S. Foreign Policy Towards the Middle East, 1963-1969
Olivia Sohns, University of Texas at Austin

Badlands: Geography, Mythology, and U.S. Foreign Policy in the “Greater Middle East”
Osamah Khalil, Syracuse University

The Carter Administration’s Pivot to the Gulf
Victor McFarland, University of Missouri

Comments by Douglas Little, Clark University, will be read by Chair

Panel 9: Roundtable: Turning Point? Rethinking World War II as a Watershed in U.S. Foreign Relations (Room 218)

Chair: Julia Irwin, University of South Florida

Andrew Johnstone, University of Leicester

Joyce Mao, Middlebury College

Christopher McKnight Nichols, Oregon State University

Trygve Throntveit, University of Minnesota

Comment: Elizabeth Borgwardt, Washington University in St. Louis

Panel 10: The Vietnamese, the State, and Society in the Long Vietnam War (Room 219)

Chair: David Biggs, University of California, Riverside

I Wage War! The State of Vietnam and Nation Building under President Nguyen Van Tam, 1952-1953
Brett Reilly, University of Wisconsin, Madison

To Build a Nation from the Ground Up: Community Development and Revolution in Ngo Dinh Diem’s Vietnam
Geoffrey Stewart, University of Western Ontario

Building Social Capital in the Republic of Vietnam: Vietnamese Voluntary Associations and the United States
Van Nguyen-Marshall, Trent University

Comment: Edward Miller, Dartmouth College
Panel 11: Money Matters: Economic Issues in the International History of Asia, 1949-1989 (Room 220A)

Chair: Kelly Shannon, Florida Atlantic University

Finding Destiny through Land Reform: Taiwan, the U.S., and International Development, 1949-1975
James Lin, University of California, Berkeley

Coca-Cola and China’s Reform and Opening, 1978-1984
Charles Kraus, George Washington University

Helping the Dragon Take Off: America’s Pledge for China’s Economic Modernization During the Reagan Presidency, 1981-1989
Federico Pachetti, University of Hong Kong
Robert A. and Barbara Divine Graduate Student Travel Grant winner

Comment: Meredith Oyen, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Panel 12: Roundtable: Global Lives: Biography as Foreign Relations History (Room F)

Chair: Amy Greenberg, Pennsylvania State University

David Milne, University of East Anglia

Brooke Blower, Boston University

Ryan Irwin, State University of New York, Albany

Panel 13: Presidents, Charities, and Prophetic Poets: New Approaches to Cultural Diplomacy (Room G)

Chair: Kaeten Mistry, University of East Anglia

Black-Ties and Barbeques: The Importance of Presidential Cultural Diplomacy
Tom Allcock, University of Manchester

Foreign Voluntary Charities as Civilian Ambassadors during the Vietnam War
Ming-Syuan Jhong, Texas Tech University

Walt Whitman in the Middle East? A Literary Critical Perspective on Trans-Atlantic Relations in the post-9/11 Era
Tim Jelfs, University of Groningen
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner
Comment: David Kieran, Washington and Jefferson College

**COFFEE BREAK:** 1:30 – 2:00 pm  
*Sponsored by the University of San Diego*  
*Coffee, tea, soft drinks, and bottled water will be served in the Garden of the Sky*

**Session II: 2:00 – 3:45 pm (Panels 14 – 28)**


Chair: Dirk Bonker, Duke University

*Militarizing an Emerging Drug War: U.S. Aid and Mexican Forces in the Long 1970s*  
Aileen Teague, Vanderbilt University  
*Robert A. and Barbara Divine Graduate Student Travel Grant winner*

*“Be a Man among Men”: American Mercenaries in Southern Africa, 1975-1980*  
Kyle Burke, New York University

*“Distancing Acts”: Private Mercenaries and the War on Terror in American Foreign Policy*  
Jeremy Kuzmarov, University of Tulsa

*“Making Certain that We Here are Worthy of Them”: The Politics of Desert Storm Homecoming Parades*  
David Fitzgerald, University College Cork, Ireland  
*SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner*

Comment: Dirk Bonker

**Panel 15: Middle Eastern Oil and American Empire, 1900-1950 (Room 215)**

Chair: Nathan Citino, Rice University

*Standard Oil, World War I, and the Ottoman Lands*  
Andrew Patrick, Tennessee State University

*A Secret Plan “to Divide Up the World’s Oil”? The Untold History of the First Anglo-American Oil Agreement, 1921*  
Anand Toprani, U.S. Naval War College

*Creating Connected Constituencies: The State-Private Network, Big Oil, and 20th-Century Syrian Development*  
Idir Ouahes, University of Exeter  
*Robert A. and Barbara Divine Graduate Student Travel Grant winner*
Panel 16: Continuities and Complications: Foreign Policy Dilemmas of the Ford-Carter Years (Room A)

Chair: Kristin Ahlberg, Office of the Historian, U.S. Department of State

Friends without Benefits: Jimmy Carter’s Relations with Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia and Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, 1977-1980
Andy DeRoche, Front Range Community College

Complications over Cyprus: The Ford Administration and Its First Foreign Policy Crisis
Scott Kaufman, Francis Marion University

Jimmy Carter as Cold Warrior: The Turkish Arms Embargo, Human Rights, and Ethnic Politics
Leo Ribuffo, George Washington University

Comment: Barbara Keys, University of Melbourne

Panel 17: The Diplomacy of Science and Medicine (Room 217)

Chair: Luke Nichter, Texas A & M University

Scientific Cooperation across the Cold War Divide: The International Center for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) between Bipolarism and Decolonization, 1964-1989
Elisaetta Bini, University of Trieste, Italy

Kelly Hacker Jones, Stony Brook University

The Atoms for Peace Program Revisited: The Yugoslav Case Study
Marko Miljković, Central European University, Budapest
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Comment: Luke Nichter

Panel 18: Rethinking the Other: Race and Wartime Foreign Policy from WWII through the Vietnam War (Room B)

Chair: Meredith Lair, George Mason University

Waking Up in Paradise: Race, Riot, and the Military in World War II Hawai‘i
Allison Gough, Hawai‘i Pacific University

Contesting Violence: Race in Antiwar Activists’ Narratives of Atrocity from My Lai to the Winter Soldier Investigation
Christine Lamberson, Angelo State University

*Transcendence or Doubling Down? The Impact of Working Together on Vietnamese and American Views of the Other, 1965–1973*
Andrew Gawthorpe, Harvard University

Comment: Meredith Lair

**Panel 19: “A New Concept of Liberty”: Social Rights as International Human Rights, 1939-1960 (Room C)**

Chair: Robert Brier, London School of Economics

*Social Rights as Peace Politics: Transnational Conversations on Human Rights in the Post-War International System, 1939-1945*
Hanne Vik, University of Oslo

*The “Second Foundation”: The International Labor Organization’s Turn to Social Rights at the Conference of Philadelphia, 1944*
Daniel Maul, University of Oslo

Steven Jensen, Danish Institute for Human Rights

Comment: Robert Brier

**Panel 20: Humanity at War, Part 1: Humanitarian Interventions and U.S. Foreign Policy before 1948 (Room D)**

Chair: Elisabeth Leake, Royal Holloway, University of London

*Theodore Roosevelt and Humanitarian Intervention*
Charles Laderman, University of Cambridge

“The Lives of Nicaraguan Women and Children are also Worth Something”: Human Rights, Vendepatrias, and American Interventions in Nicaragua, 1912-1933
David Fields, University of Wisconsin-Madison

*The Nuremberg Idea of Crimes against Humanity: Genesis and Transformation*
Elizabeth Borgwardt, Washington University in St Louis

Comment: Julia Irwin, University of South Florida
Panel 21: Roundtable: Latin America in the Cold War: Methods and Interpretations (Room E)

Chair: Stephen Rabe, University of Texas at Dallas

Alan McPherson, University of Oklahoma

Renata Keller, Boston University

Thomas Field, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Comment: Patrick Kelly, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Panel 22: Imperial Circuits in U.S.-Philippine Relations (Room 218)

Chair: Simeon Man, University of California, San Diego

Convenient Amnesia: The Jewish Refugee and Resettlement Program in the Philippines during World War II
Christine Peralta, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Robert A. and Barbara Divine Graduate Student Travel Grant winner

Shifting Logics of Exclusion: Competing and Contradictory U.S. Policy toward Filipinos
Katrina Quisumbing King, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Mark Sanchez, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
SHA FR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Imperial Layovers: Refugee Processing Centers in the Philippines after the Vietnam War
Tessa Winkelmann, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Comment: Simeon Man

Panel 23: Ally to Antagonist: Tracking the Transformation of the U.S.-Iranian Relationship during the Middle Cold War (Room F)

Chair: James F. Goode, Grand Valley State University

American Scholars, Iran, and Revolution
Matthew Shannon, Emory & Henry College

Jimmy Carter and the Myths of the Iranian Revolution
Roham Alvandi, London School of Economics and Political Science
SHA FR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner
Kelly Shannon, Florida Atlantic University

“Papa knows best”: Influence, Sovereignty, and the Abolition of the U.S. Military Monopoly in Iran
Roland Popp, Center for Security Studies (CSS), ETH Zurich

Comment: James F. Goode

Panel 24: Bringing the Third World to the Cold War (Room 219)

Chair: Robert Rakove, Stanford University

Massacre and Memory in Early Cold War Asia
Ronald Spector, George Washington University

Conceiving the “Arc of Crisis”: The United States in the Indian Ocean Region, 1973-1980
W. Taylor Fain, University of North Carolina Wilmington

France’s ‘Hot’ Cold War: The French Army between Indochina and Algeria, 1952-1961
Terrence Peterson, Stanford University

Comment: Pierre Asselin, Hawaii Pacific University

Panel 25: Refugee Politics: Beyond the Humanitarianism versus National Security Debate (Room 220A)

Chair: Breanne Robertson, Marine Corps University

America’s Voice: Afghan Americans in the U.S. War in Afghanistan
John Baden, Case Western Reserve University

“Compassion Fatigue”: The Reagan Administration’s Rejection of Mariel Cuban, Haitian, and Salvadoran Refugees
Kristina Shull, University of California, Irvine

Comment: Breanne Robertson

Panel 26: Zero—a Most Dangerous Number? INF Modernization in NATO and the Zero Option, 1979-1987 (Room G)

Chair: Marc Trachtenberg, University of California, Los Angeles

The Advantages of Ambiguity: The United States and the Implementation of the Dual-Track Decision
Marilena Gala, Università degli Studi Roma Tre

Modernization or Finlandization? The Case of West Germany
Andrea Lutsch, Stanford University

A Credible Goal or a Cover-Up? The Role of the Double Zero Option in the Italian Debate about the Euromissile Deployment
Leopoldo Nuti, Università degli Studi Roma Tre

Comment: Marc Trachtenberg

Panel 27: What Does Autonomy Mean? Decolonization, Development, and the Politics of “Liberation” (Room 223A)

Chair: Penny Von Eschen, Cornell University

Food, Liberation, and Base-building in the Pacific
Jennifer Kwak, University of Michigan
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

“Land for the Landless”: Smallhold Farming, Counterinsurgency, and the Meanings of Liberation in the 1950s Philippines
Karen Miller, LaGuardia Community College

Ethiopia Shall Stretch Forth...Toward the Sea: Black Politics and the Horn of Africa after WWII
Hillina Seife, University of Michigan

A Sea of Bases: Migration, Labor, and Empire
Colleen Woods, University of Maryland

Comment: Penny Von Eschen

Panel 28: Roundtable: The Infrastructure of U.S. Global Power (Room I)

Chair: Emily Rosenberg, University of California, Irvine

Daniel Immerwahr, Northwestern University

Daniel Sargent, University of California, Berkeley

Jennifer Van Vleck, Yale University

Aaron O’Connell, U.S. Naval Academy
REFRESHMENT BREAK: 3:45 – 4:15 PM, Garden of the Sky

PLENARY SESSION: 4:15 – 6:00 PM (KIPJ Theatre)

*Star-Spangled Leviathan: The Political Economy of American Nationalism*
Lecture by Mike Davis, Professor Emeritus of Creative Writing, University of California, Riverside

WELCOME RECEPTION: 6:00 – 7:30 pm, Garden of the Sea
All registrants are invited to join us for light hors d’oeuvres and drinks. Beer, wine, and soft drinks will be available. Each registrant will receive two drink tickets; bar will be on a cash basis thereafter.

Friday, 24 June 2016

BREAKFAST: 8:00-8:30 am

*Sponsored by the University of San Diego*
All registrants are invited to join us for a continental breakfast in the Garden of the Sky.

*Diplomatic History* Editorial Board Meeting: 8:00 – 9:30 am, Boardroom (Room 226)

Registration: 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, Garden of the Sky

Book Exhibit: 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, Rotunda

Session III: 8:30 – 10:15 am (Panels 29 – 38)

Panel 29: International Organizations from World War to Cold War, 1939-1953 (Room 214)

Chair: Heidi Tworek, University of British Columbia

*Americanizing the League: The League of Nations’ Exhibition at the New York World’s Fair, 1939-1940*
David Allen, Columbia University

*Relief Gets Personal: UNRRA Personnel on the Ground, 1943-1947*
Amanda Bundy, Ohio State University

Commentator: Heidi Tworek

Panel 30: Policing Internationalism: How Visa, Passport, and Travel Regulations Shaped the Relationship between the U.S. and the World (Room E)

Chair: Rachel Buff, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
No Right to Leave the Nation: Passport Denial and the State Monopolization of American Internationalism, 1918-1958
Sam Lebovic, George Mason University

“An Iron Curtain of the West”: Visa Denials, Censorship, and the Legacies of McCarranism
Julia Rose Kraut, New York University

Ryan Archibald, University of Washington

Comment: Moshik Temkin, Harvard University, Kennedy School of Government

Panel 31: Roundtable: The Rosenberg Case (Room 215)

Chair: Vernon Pedersen, American University in Sharjah, UAE

Lori Clune, California State University, Fresno
Katherine Sibley, Saint Joseph's University
Steven Usdin, Bio Century Publications

Panel 32: Transnational Governance and Politics (Room F)

Chair: David Fitzgerald, University College Cork, Ireland

Animating El Oro: The OCIAA and Emergency Rehabilitation in Ecuador, 1941-1944
Monica Rankin, University of Texas at Dallas

Alessandra Bitumi, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris 3
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Destruction Repaired and Destruction Anticipated: UNRRA, the Atomic Bomb, and U.S. Policy, 1944-46
David Mayers, Boston University

Fabio Luca Cavazza, “Il Mulino,” and the “Opening to the Left” in Italy
Francesco Bello, University Federico II of Naples
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant Award

Comment: Kimber Quinney, California State University, San Marcos
Panel 33: What Do Emotions Do? Or How Emotions Made Us Rethink “Agency” and “Causality” in International History (Room 217)

Chair: Carol Chin, University of Toronto

Rethinking Benevolent Assimilation: Colonizers’ Emotions and a Few Photographs of the Philippine-American War, 1899-1913
Elizabeth Bryer, University of Toronto

Choosing Which Emotions to Suppress: Norms and Practice of Emotional Expression in the British Delegation to the Paris Peace Conference, 1919
Denis Clark, University of Oxford

Managing Emotions in International (and Internationalist?) Schools, 1919-1939
Ilaria Scaglia, Columbus State University

Matthieu Vallières, University of Toronto
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Commentator: Carol Chin

Panel 34: Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy in the Reagan Years (Room 218)

Chair: Michael Morgan, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Evan McCormick, Southern Methodist University

Simon Miles, University of Texas at Austin

Sanctioning Apartheid: The Reagan Administration, the Religious Right, and the Challenge of U.S.-South African Relations
Lauren Turek, Trinity University

Comment: Robert Pee, City University London & University of Birmingham
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Panel 35: A Traditional Cold Warrior? The Evolution of Carter’s Approach to Arms Control, NATO, and Détente (Room G)

Chair: Marilena Gala, Università degli Studi Roma Tre
Shifting Mentalities: The Evolution of U.S. Strategic Policy at the End of the Seventies
Giordana Pulcini, Universita' degli Studi Roma Tre
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

“Leaderless Men”: Doubt and Despair in the Atlantic Alliance, 1977–?
Timothy Andrews Sayle, Southern Methodist University

Double Decisions: Pursuing Arms Control in the Late Carter Administration
Susan Colbourn, University of Toronto

Comment: Marilena Gala

Panel 36: Roundtable: Comparative Histories of Settler Colonialism (Room I)
Chair: Brian DeLay, University of California, Berkeley
Elspeth Martini, Montclair State University
Andrew Friedman, Haverford College
Comment: Colleen Woods, University of Maryland

Panel 37: Police Powers, Carceral States, and Transnational Histories (Room 219)
Chair: Heather Thompson, University of Michigan

The Many-Headed Petra: Policing across the Borders of State and Market in Saudi Arabia
Micol Seigel, Indiana University

Exploring the Imperial History of a Territorial Penitentiary in the Pacific Northwest
Ben Weber, University of New Orleans

On the Borders of Mass Incarceration: Race, Labor, and Immigration Control on the U.S.-Mexico Border
Kelly Lytle-Hernandez, University of California, Los Angeles

American Manhunt: The Extension of Policing beyond U.S. Borders
Katherine Unterman, Texas A&M University

Comment: Heather Thompson; Stuart Schrader, Harvard University

Panel 38: Terrorism and Upheaval in the Carter and Reagan Years (Room 220A)
Chair: Salim Yaqub, University of California, Santa Barbara
Thomas Cavanna, Southern Methodist University

“My name is CARLOS and I Am a Good Person”: Communist States and the Jackal
Daniela Richterova, University of Warwick, United Kingdom

Daniel Strieff, London School of Economics

Comment: Salim Yaqub

COFFEE BREAK: 10:15 – 10:45 am
Sponsored by the University of San Diego
Coffee, tea, soft drinks and bottled water will be served in the Garden of the Sky

Session IV: 10:30 am – 12:15 pm (Panels 39 – 49)

Panel 39: Teaching: The Internationalization Agenda, Experiential Learning, and the Teaching of American Foreign Relations (Room E)

Moderator: Brian C. Etheridge, Georgia Gwinnett College

Integrating Experiential, Cultural, and Academic Learning Abroad
Kenneth Osgood, Colorado School of Mines

Study Abroad: Traveling through History and Memory
Dustin Walcher, Southern Oregon University

A World Within: Teaching the History of U.S. Foreign Policy in Partnership with Community
Kimber Quinney, California State University, San Marcos

Comment: Brian C. Etheridge

Panel 40: Imagining Allies (Room 214)

Chair: Liam Kennedy, University College Dublin

A ““Hindu Mystic” or an old “Harrovian Realist”? U.S., Australian, and Canadian Representations of Jawaharlal Nehru, 1947-1964
Sarah Ellen Graham, University of Sydney

The Showcase of American Democracy in Asia: The Philippines during the Period of Immobilism, 1957-1965
Severo C. Madrona, Jr., Ateneo de Manila University
Comment: Meghan Mettler, Upper Iowa University

Panel 41: Chiang, Rhee, Kim, and Diem: American Perceptions of East Asian Leaders during the Cold War (Room 215)

Chair: Mitch Lerner, Ohio State University

*Unleashing Chiang: American Understanding of Chiang Kai-shek and Changing Views of the Republic of China*
Meredith Oyen, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Dane Cash, Carroll College

Brandon Gauthier, Fordham University

*Mourning a Loss: Conservative Support for Ngo Ding Diem*
Seth Offenbach, Bronx Community College

Comment: Mitch Lerner

Panel 42: Roundtable: Seventy Years of Secrets: The State of U.S. Intelligence History (Room F)

Chair: Richard Aldrich, Warwick University

*Two Communities: Academe and Intelligence*
Richard Immerman, Temple University

*Spy Stories: Intelligence History and the Cultural Turn*
Hugh Wilford, California State University, Long Beach

*The Transnational Turn in Intelligence History*
Kathryn Olmsted, University of California, Davis

*New Directions in U.S. Intelligence History: Heroism, Sacrifice*
Christopher Moran, Warwick University

Panel 43: Activists, Interest Groups, and Citizen Diplomacy: National and Transnational Dialogues (Room G)

Chair: Andrew Johnstone, University of Leicester
The Movement to Add Sexual Orientation to the Amnesty International Mandate
Laura Belmonte, Oklahoma State University

A New Deal for the Military: Citizen Interest Groups and the President’s Advisory Commission on Universal Training
Justin Hart, Texas Tech University

Saigon Political Activism and the U.S. Embassy in South Vietnam
Heather Stur, University of Southern Mississippi

Comment: Petra Goedde, Temple University

Panel 44: American Ideas of Democracy in a Global Context (Room I)
Chair: David Milne, University of East Anglia

Democracy in Exile
Daniel Bessner, University of Washington

Democracy, Authoritarianism, and Community Development in South Vietnam
Simon Toner, Dartmouth College

Kate Geoghegan, Dartmouth College

Comment: David Milne

Panel 45: Nuclear Politics in the 1970s (Room 217)
Chair: Leopoldo Nuti, University of Roma Tre

Managing Allies First: U.S. Influence on French Nuclear Export Policy in South Asia, 1974-1978
Jayita Sarkar, Harvard University

Nixon’s Nuclear “No-Go”: The Failed American Bid to Export Nuclear Power Reactors to Israel and Egypt
Or Rabinowitz, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

James Cameron, Yale University

Commentator: Leopoldo Nuti
Panel 46: Cambodia and the United States during the Cold War (Room 223A)

Chair: Kenton Clymer, Northern Illinois University

*Plausible Denial: Eisenhower and the Dap Chhuon Coup*
William Rust, Independent Scholar

*The United States and the Overthrow of Cambodia’s Prince Norodom Sihanouk in 1970*
Matthew Jagel, Northern Illinois University

*Fragile Relations: The United States and Sihanouk in the 1970s*
Jessica Elkind, San Francisco State University

Commentator: Kenton Clymer

Panel 47: The Politics of Hijacking (Room 218)

Chair: David Farber, University of Kansas

*The Sky is Not the Limit: How the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine’s Hijacking Campaign Reshaped Revolutionary and Counterterrorist Imaginaries, 1968-1972*
Alex Michael Hobson, Northwestern University

*Revolution in the Air: Political Protest, Airplane Hijacking, and U.S.-Cuba Relations*
Teishan Latner, University of California, Santa Barbara

*The Politics of Extradition: The U.S.’s Anti-Hijacking Campaign in International Institutions*
Silke Zoller, Temple University

Comment: David Farber

Panel 48: Humanity at War, Part 2: Humanitarianism during the Cold War, 1948-1989 (Room 219)

Chair: Christopher Dietrich, Fordham University

*The Red Cross and the Human Face of Nuclear War*
Jonathan Hunt, University of Southampton

*The American Response to the Humanitarian Crisis in Biafra during the late 1960s*
Brian McNeill, University of Texas at Austin

*The Soviet War in Afghanistan and the International Refugee Crisis*
Elisabeth Leake, Royal Holloway, University of London

Comment: Mark Bradley, University of Chicago
Panel 49: WWII in Diplomacy and Commemoration (Room 220A)

Chair: Elizabeth Cobbs, Texas A & M University

Close Encounters with the Enemy: An American Top-Secret Military Intelligence Center in World War II
Simona Tobia, University College London
SHA FR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

“International and Impartial”: The Supranational Organization of the Anglo-American Alliance, 1941-1942
Thomas Bottelier, King’s College London

Remembering and Forgetting: Prisoners of War and the Politics of Memory in Postwar America, 1946-1960
Elena M. Friot, University of New Mexico

Comment: Elizabeth Cobbs

PRESIDENTIAL LUNCHEON: 12:30 – 2:30 PM (Rooms ABCD)
Pre-registration and tickets required

Development Politics and the Cold War
David Engerman, Ottilie Springer Professor of History, Brandeis University
SHA FR President

Session V: 2:30 – 4:15 pm (Panels 50 – 60)

Panel 50: The Politics of the “Sacred” American Foreign Relations and Faith-Based Foreign Aid in Interwar Europe, 1918-1939 (Room 214)

Chair: Branden Little, Weber State University

The YMCA’s Assistance Practices and Nation-Building in Greater Romania, 1918-1939
Doina Anca Cretu, Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva
SHA FR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

How American Quakers Helped Save Weimar, and then Tried to Save the Third Reich’s Jews
Guy Aiken, University of Virginia

Muddling Methodists: American Evangelical Relief of French Civilians and Franco-American Relations in the Great War Era, 1918-1935
Michael McGuire, Boston University
Reining in the Four Horsemen: U.S. Postwar Relief in Wartime Poland, 1918-1923
Paul Niebrzydowski, Ohio State University

Comment: Branden Little

**Panel 51: Bridging the Two DHs: Digital History and Diplomatic History (Room 215)**

Chair: Laura Belmonte, Oklahoma State University

*Gatekeepers and Bottlenecks: The State Department and Jay’s Treaty*
Jean Bauer, Center for Digital Humanities, Princeton University

*“Everything on Paper Will Be Used Against Me”: Quantifying Kissinger*
Micki Kaufman, City University of New York Graduate Center

*Dispatches from Cairo: The Digital History of the British and American Embassies in Cairo, 1955-1965*
Zoe LeBlanc, Vanderbilt University

*SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner*

*Networks of Diplomacy: Visualizing Diplomatic Correspondence Using the Foreign Relations Series*
Thomas Faith, Office of the Historian, U.S. Department of State

Comment: Laura Belmonte


Chair: Barbara Keys, University of Melbourne

Paul Kramer, Vanderbilt University

Andrew Preston, University of Cambridge

Andrew Rotter, Colgate University

Frank Costigliola, University of Connecticut

Penny Von Eschen, Cornell University

**Panel 53: 19th-Century Encounters (Room F)**

Chair: Darlene Rivas, Pepperdine University

*U.S. Abolitionists and the Persistence of New World Slavery, 1865-1874*
James M. Shinn, Jr., Yale University

*The Mexican Image in the Diplomatic Mind: Racial Science, Ethnography, and American Diplomacy in Mexico, 1822-1846*

Elsa Mendoza, Georgetown University

Comment: Darlene Rivas

**Panel 54: Imagining Japan: Perception and Reality in U.S.-Japanese Relations, 1941-1976 (Room G)**

Chair: Tosh Minohara, Kobe University

*Reappraising Literature on U.S.-Japanese Relations History*

Hajimu Masuda, National University of Singapore

*Race and International Relations in Congressional Planning for Postwar Japan*

Dayna Barnes, London School of Economics

*Democracy as a State of Mind: U.S.-Japanese Relations from Postwar to Cold War*

Jennifer M. Miller, Dartmouth College

*Ratifying Inferiority: Japan, the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and the Embrace of the Second-Tier*

Fintan Hoey, Franklin University Switzerland

Comment: Tosh Minohara

**Panel 55: Human Rights and the Transformation of Moral Authority in Late Twentieth-Century International Politics (Room 217)**

Chair: Bradley Simpson, University of Connecticut

*Surviving the “Witch Hunt”? The 1968 NGO Review and the Relocation of Human Rights Advocacy*

Nathan Kurz, Birkbeck College, London

*The Latin American “Body in Pain” and the Global Hierarchy of Rights in the 1970s*

Patrick William Kelly, University of Wisconsin, Madison

*A Secular Religion? Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the Moral Authority of Human Rights Claims in the 1970s*

Robert Brier, London School of Economics

Comment: Bradley Simpson

**Panel 56: Imperial Connections at the End of the Vietnam War (Room 218)**
Chair: Mark Bradley, University of Chicago


Wen-Qing Ngoei, Northwestern University

*Pacific Insurgencies: The GI Movement in Okinawa, Japan, and the Philippines, 1969-1973*

Simeon Man, University of California, San Diego

*“The Inaudible Dialect of the Human Heart”: Internationalizing Christian Compassion, 1978-1982*

Sam Vong, University of Texas at Austin

Comment: Adriane Lentz-Smith, Duke University


Chair: Hal M. Friedman, Henry Ford College

*Senator Henry M. Jackson, Domestic Politics, and the Decision on Whether to Become U.S. Secretary of Defense, 1968-1969*

Chris Foss, University of Colorado, Boulder

*Phantom Peace: The U.S. Congress and Military Sales to Israel, 1969-1973*

Kenny Kolander, West Virginia University

*Defeating Reagan: The Congressional Black Caucus, Human Rights, and Sanctions against South Africa*

Rasmus S. Søndergaard, University of South Denmark

*SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner*

Comment: Kelly Shannon, Florida Atlantic University

**Panel 58: Open Minds and Closed Borders: The Effects of Immigration Restriction on U.S. Foreign Relations (Room 220A)**

Chair: Meredith Oyen, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

*Bushfalling, not Aller au Front: Cameroon Emigration and U.S.-Cameroon Relations*

Carly Goodman, Temple University

*“No State Shall Have the Right to Establish Any Discrimination”: International Pressure against the U.S. Effort to Restrict Mexican Immigration in 1928*

Benjamin C. Monroya, University of Colorado, Boulder
Refusing Refuge: Congressional Debates about Refugee Policy in the United States, 1915-1924
Evan Taparata, University of Minnesota

Commentator: Arissa Oh, Boston College

Panel 59: The Other Side of the Cold War: Human Rights, Peace, and Antinuclear Activism during the 1980s (Room 223A)

Chair: Greg Domber, University of North Florida

“Become Transnational!” The Helsinki Accords and the U.S. Peace Movement
Christian Peterson, Ferris State University

Sakharov’s Dilemma: Pursuing Nuclear Disarmament during the Human Rights Revolution
Paul Rubinson, Bridgewater State University

William Knoblauch, Finlandia University

Commentator: Daniel Sargent, University of California, Berkeley

Panel 60: Crossing and Confronting Borders: Transnational Connections, Conversations, and Limitations (Room I)

Chair: Pamela Brooks, Oberlin College

Trained Hands, Heads, and Hearts: Black Women’s Education for Duty and Citizenship in South Africa and the United States
Brandy Thomas Wells, Ohio State University

Nurturing Equality? The Influence of African Methodist Episcopal Women on South African Race Relations, 1930-1940
Claire Cooke, University of Western Australia
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

South Africa and Ms. Magazine: The Gender-Apartheid Analogy and American Feminism
Ana Stevenson, University of the Free State, South Africa
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Comment: Pamela Brooks

FREE WALKING TOURS OF BALBOA PARK: 5:30 – 6:30 pm
All registrants are welcome to join us at 5:30 pm at the front of the Natural History Museum for guided walking tours of Balboa Park. Pre-registration required.
SOCIAL EVENT: 6:30 – 10:30 pm
*Pre-registration and tickets required.*
Dinner and mingling at the Natural History Museum. Please see the conference website at [https://shafr.org/conferences/annual/2016-annual-meeting](https://shafr.org/conferences/annual/2016-annual-meeting) for more details.

Saturday, 25 June 2016

Registration: 8:30 am – 5:00 pm, Garden of the Sky

Book Exhibit: 8:30 am – 5:00 pm, Rotunda

Job Workshop: 8:00 – 9:15 am (Rooms ABCD)
*Due to space and personnel limitations, advance registration is required. Thank you for your understanding.*

BREAKFAST: 9:00 – 9:30 am
*The Committee on Women in SHAFR invites all registrants to join us for a continental breakfast in the Garden of the Sky.*

Session VI: 9:30 am – 11:15 am (Panels 61 – 71)

**Panel 61: Stories of Revolution and War: Myth and Memory in U.S. Foreign Relations from the Mexican Revolution to the Occupation of Iraq (Room 214)**

Chair: David Kieran, Washington and Jefferson College

*U.S. Progressives, the Mexican Revolution, and Myths of United States-Mexico Relations*
José Luis Ramos, Valparaiso University

*The Meanings of the Flying Tigers in the U.S. during the 1940s*
Rong Aries Li, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

*Guardians of Friendship: American World War II Remains in Early Cold War France*
Richard Hulver, U.S. Navy History and Heritage Command

*Positive Memories and Negative Histories: Counter-Narrative among Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans*
Kristina Willsey, University of California, Los Angeles

Commentator: Scott Laderman, University of Minnesota, Duluth

**Panel 62: Environmental Diplomacy in the Cold War Americas (Room 215)**

Chair: Kurk Dorsey, University of New Hampshire
“An Act of Friendship and Commitment of Which You Can Justly Be Proud”: Environmental Diplomacy and Sandinista Solidarity Organizations during the Nicaraguan Revolution
Andrew Brown, Texas A & M University

Cold War, Hot Canal: Environmental Diplomacy, Peaceful Nuclear Explosions, and the Panama Canal
Christine Keiner, Rochester Institute of Technology

Making Waves: Territorial Sovereignty and Resource Nationalism in U.S.-Ecuador Relations
Shaine Scarminach, University of Connecticut

Commentator: Rebecca Herman, University of California, Berkeley

Panel 63: Ambiguous Relations: Israel and the Soviet Bloc during the Cold War (Room E)
Chair: Galia Golan, Hebrew University of Jerusalem

“Let’s Not Become More Arab Than the Arabs”: The Many Contradictions of Pankow’s Israelpolitik, 1955-1975
Lorena de Vita, Aberystwyth University
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Uri Bar-Noi, Bar-Ilan University

Dependency on the Cold War: Ceausescu’s Involvement in the Arab-Israeli Conflict
Sielse Kelner, Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Commentator: Galia Golan

Panel 64: Personal Expansionism: Private Contracts, Law, and Empire in the Early American Republic (Room 217)
Chair: Brian Rouleau, Texas A & M University

Go North Young Man: Samuel Willard’s Canada Lands and the Hazards of Personal Expansionism
Eric Schlereth, University of Texas at Dallas

Manifest Destiny as Legal Theory: John Overton and the Origins of the Jacksonian Citizen
Jason Opal, McGill University

A Man, a Plan, and a Canal Contract: Personal Expansionism in Central America during the Early American Republic
Jessica Lepler, University of New Hampshire

Comment: Brian Rouleau

Panel 65: Agents, Loose Cannons, and Troublemakers: Religious Activism and U.S. Foreign Relations from World War II to the 1980s (Room 218)

Chair: Andrew Preston, University of Cambridge

Spies or Saints? Religion and U.S.Espionage in World War II
Matthew Avery Sutton, Washington State University

Mario Del Pero, SciencesPo, Paris
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

“This is not a hearing about theology”: Senate Hearings on “Marxism and Christianity in Revolutionary Central America”
Theresa Keeley, University of Louisville

Comment: Andrew Preston

Panel 66: Roundtable: Global Regimes of Regulation, Governance, and Exclusion (Room 219)

Chair: Ryan Irwin, State University of New York, Albany

Benjamin A. Coates, Wake Forest University

Vanessa Ogle, University of Pennsylvania

Christopher R. W. Dietrich, Fordham University

Daniel Margolies, Virginia Wesleyan College

Panel 67: Rethinking the Lessons of World War II: Veterans, the New Left, and Human Rights Activists, 1940s-1970s (Room F)

Chair: Jeremi Suri, University of Texas at Austin

The New Left and the Lessons of World War II
Vaneesa Cook, Queen’s University, Ontario

Gene Zubovich, University of California, Berkeley
“He is a Man Accustomed to Discharging Duty and Exercising Responsibility”: Veterans’ Activism and American Foreign Policy, 1940-1973
Michael Gambone, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania

Comment: Jeremi Suri

Panel 68: Imperial Fantasies (Room 220A)

Chair: Christopher Fisher, The College of New Jersey

Ripe for Chaos: Sexual Degeneracy, Class, and Imperialism in the Philippine-American Conflict
Jonathan Hanna, Claremont Graduate University

Orientalism in the First Person: Video Games, Empire, and the Politics of Spectacle
Sean Malloy, University of California, Merced

The Ghost of the Hong Monopoly: U.S.-China Relations in Chinese Treaty Ports, 1840s-1850s
Laurie Dickmeyer, University of California, Irvine

Comment: Christopher Fisher

Panel 69: The Nuclear Nexus: Nuclear Technology, Proliferation and International Politics in the 1970s (Room 223A)

Chair: William Burr, National Security Archive, George Washington University

The Other Iran Nuclear Talks: The Shah’s Quest for Nuclear Technology in the 1970s
Farzan Sabet, Stanford University

Safeguarding the Atom: The International Atomic Energy Agency and its Dual Mandate
Elisabeth Roerhlich, The Wilson Center and University of Vienna

Local Hazard, Global Threat: The Emergence of the Anti-Nuclear Energy Movement in the West
Andrea Chiampan, New York University

Comment: William Burr

Panel 70: Organizing Across Borders: U.S. NGOs and Transnational Activism in the Late 20th Century (Room I)

Chair: James Meriwether, California State University, Channel Islands

The Trinational Alliance: U.S., Canadian, and Mexican NGOs and the Fight to Stop NAFTA
Paul K. Adler, Harvard University
Ronald Williams II, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

U.S. Feminists and Welfare Reform in the 1990s: A Transnational History
Lisa Levenstein, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

Comment: James Meriwether

Panel 71: Fighting Scarcity: The First Oil Crisis and its Impact on U.S. Foreign Relations during the 1970s (Room G)
Chair: Daniel Sargent, University of California, Berkeley

The U.S.-Saudi Relationship and the Petro-Diplomatic and Military-Industrial-Complex Nexus
Anna Viden, University of Pennsylvania

Coming to Terms with Economic Interdependence: The West and the Energy Crisis of 1973-1974
Michael De Groot, University of Virginia

Commentator: Melani McAlister, George Washington University

KEYNOTE LUNCHEON: 11:15 am – 1:15 pm, Rooms ABCD
Pre-registration and tickets required

Robin D. G. Kelley, Distinguished Professor of History and Gary B. Nash Endowed Chair in United States History, University of California, Los Angeles

The following awards will be presented at the Keynote Luncheon:
- The Myrna F. Bernath Book Award
- The Stuart L. Bernath Book Prize
- The Robert H. Ferrell Book Prize
- The Norman and Laura Graebner Award
- The Oxford University Press USA Dissertation Prize in International History

Session VII: 1:15 – 3:00 pm (Panels 72 – 82)

Panel 72: Economic History in Alliances and Empires (Room 214)
Chair: Christy Thornton, Rowan University

Neocolonial Continuity in the Age of U.S. Empire: Dollar Diplomacy and Development Economics in Latin America
Eric R. Martell, State University of New York, Albany
Anglo-American Relations and Allied Economic Dependence on the United States, 1915-1917
Daniel Larsen, University of Cambridge

Opening the Ring of Fire: The Union Oil Company of California and the Philippines’ Geothermal Energy Fields, 1971-2005
Justin T. Whitney, Mississippi State University
Robert A. and Barbara Divine Graduate Student Travel Grant winner

Comment: Christy Thornton

Panel 73: Roundtable: Explaining the History of American Foreign Relations, 3rd ed.: Structures of Power (Room E)

Chair: Richard Immerman, Temple University
Melvyn P. Leffler, University of Virginia
Bradley Simpson, University of Connecticut
Mary L. Dudziak, Emory University
Ussama Makdisi, Rice University
Matthew Connelly, Columbia University

Panel 74: Rethinking the Role of Cities in Foreign Relations (Room F)

Chair: Brian C. Etheridge, Georgia Gwinnett College

A Transnational Place, a Transnational Life: Alice Hamilton’s Globalizing Experiences in Chicago, 1890-1920
Maureen A. Mahoney, Carleton University

Andrew W. Bell, Boston University

The International Sister-City Movement and the Contra War, 1979-1990
Andrew W. Wilson, University of Nebraska, Lincoln

Comment: Brian C. Etheridge

Panel 75: Stretching “the Mystic Chords of Memory”: Uses of Memory in Transatlantic Relations from the Cold War to the Global War on Terror (Room 215)

Chair: Sonja Wentling, Concordia College
Paul Bauer, Charles University in Prague

The National Cemetery System and the Transnational Containment of Cold War Memory
Allison Lynn Wanger, University of Iowa

Conflicted Cultural Memory in U.S Foreign Policy: The “Lost Ca(u)se” of the U.S. Radar Base in the Czech Republic
Kryštof Kozák, Charles University in Prague

Memory Unraveling: The 50th Anniversary of the 1956 Hungarian Uprising in U.S.-Hungarian Relations
György Toth, University of Stirling, Scotland

Comment: Sonja Wentling

Panel 76: Roundtable: Democracy and Diplomacy: 20 Years Later (Room G)

Chair: Andrew L. Johns, Brigham Young University

Daniel Hummel, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Amanda Demmer, University of New Hampshire

David Prentice, University of Arkansas, Fort Smith

Comment: Melvin Small, Wayne State University

Panel 77: Cancelled

Panel 78: Underside of Empire: Sex in American War and Foreign Relations Since 1945 (Room 217)

Chair: Michiko Takeuchi, California State University, Long Beach

The 1945 Jeep Girl Crisis: Sex in Wartime Sino-American Relations
Zach Fredman, Boston University

U.S. Foreign Relations and Sexual Violence Since the Vietnam War
Amanda Boczar, U.S. Military Academy, West Point

Black Marketization of Sexual Encounters between Korean Women and American GIs during the Korean War
Jeongmin Kim, New York University

Comment: Michiko Takeuchi
Panel 79: Beyond Consumer History: American Commerce and International Travel between the World Wars (Room 218)

Chair: Victor McFarland, University of Missouri

The Holland-Amerika Line and the Third-Class Student Market in the 1920s
Tamson Pietsch, University of Sydney
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

The Meanings of Merchandise: American Retail Buyers Abroad After the Great War
Niki Lefebvre, Boston University
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

The Trans-Pacific Boosters of Rotary: Connecting Ports of Call in the Interwar Period
Brendan Goff, New College of Florida

Comment: Jason Colby, University of Victoria

Panel 80: U.S.-Cuban Conflict and Alliance, 1898-1960: Three Case Studies (Room 219)

Chair: Michael E. Neagle, Nichols College

Between Two Communities So Diverse: Cuban Resistance and Identity Formation in the Wake of the Platt Amendment
Joseph González, Appalachian State University

Cuban-U.S. Military Relations 1933-1952: Cooperation and Conflict in Two Global Wars
Servando Valdés Sánchez, Institute of Cuban History
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

The Sexual Politics of Laundry: U.S.-Cuban Gender Relations in the Guantánamo Bay-Cuban Borderland, 1940-1960
Michael E. Donoghue, Marquette University

Comment: Michael E. Neagle

Panel 81: Roundtable: Commodity Empires (Room 220A)

Chair: Dan Margolies, Virginia Wesleyan University

April Merleaux, Florida International University

Teresita Levy, City University of New York
Panel 82: Revising the Revisionists: New Views of Jimmy Carter’s Foreign Policy (Room 223A)

Chair: Thomas Schwartz, Vanderbilt University

*Three Myths*
Nancy Mitchell, North Carolina State University

“Resisting Carter”: The Origins of the Central American Peace Movement
Shannon Nix, University of Virginia

Comment: Thomas Schwartz

REFRESHMENT BREAK: 3:00 – 3:30 PM, Garden of the Sky
Co-Sponsored by the University of San Diego and Cornell University Press

Session VIII: 3:30 – 5:15 pm (Panels 83 – 93)

Panel 83: Roundtable: Declassifying the Past: Releasing Documents of Historical Significance (Room 214)

Chair: Alessandra Bitumi, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris 3
*SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner*

Celia Mansfield, Central Intelligence Agency

David J. Sherman, National Security Agency

Carl Ashley, U.S. Department of State

Patricia Cameresi, Chief, Information Review and Release Group, National Reconnaissance Office (NRO)
Robert J. Simpson, National Security Agency

Panel 84: Martial Managers and War Workers: American Military Justice and Labor in the Midcentury World (Room E)

Chair: Mary L. Dudziak, Emory University

*Wolves in Friend’s Clothing: Policing American and Allied Soldiers in WWII America*
Aaron Hiltner, Boston University

*The U.S. Army’s Business School for the Cold War World*
A. J. Murphy, Columbia University
Court-Martial of Public Opinion: Soldiers’ Cases and Homefront Advocacy in the Global Cold War
Tejasvi Nagaraja, New York University

Comment: Beth Bailey, University of Kansas

Panel 85: Social Movements and Moral Imaginations (Room F)

Chair: Aaron B. O’Connell, U.S. Naval Academy

Friendship Without Frontiers: Global Views of Race, Gender, and Adolescence in Children's International Summer Villages, 1946-1965
Andrew McNally, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

“A Saint for Our Times”: Mother Teresa, U.S. Foreign Relations, and the American Moral Imagination
Julie Chamberlain, George Washington University

“End the Arms Race, not the Human Race”: Transnational Connections in Protest at the Nevada Test Site, 1977-1991
George Jarrett, Cerritos College, California

Comment: Aaron B. O’Connell

Panel 86: American Strategy Intellectuals in the Cold War (Room 215)

Chair: Francis Gavin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The Newport School of Strategy: J. C. Wylie, Herbert Rosinski, and the Quest for a “General” Theory of Strategy
Nicholas Prime, King's College London

The RAND Corporation and the Development of the “Systems Analysis” School of Strategy during the Cold War, 1946-1968
Niccolo Petrelli, University of Leeds

Thomas Schelling and the Roots of Stability: Macroeconomics Goes Nuclear
Benjamin Wilson, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science

The Theorist Who Leaves Nothing to Chance: How Thomas Schelling and His Legacy Normalized the Practice of Nuclear Deterrence
Benoit Pelopidas, University of Bristol

Comment: Francis Gavin
Panel 87: Culture, Consumption, and Corporate Connections: Transnational Perspectives on Postwar U.S.-Japan Relations (Room 217)

Chair: Jennifer M. Miller, Dartmouth University

*Maneuvering American Markets: Japanese American Brokers and Japanese Companies in the Postwar United States*
Meredith Oda, University of Nevada, Reno

*Visit Japan by Subway: Japan-Inspired Products and 1950s Homemakers*
Meghan Mettler, Upper Iowa University

*America’s Worst Disease: The Killing of Yoshi Hattori and Gun Culture in U.S.-Japan Relations*
Andrew C. McKevitt, Louisiana Tech University

Comment: Jennifer M. Miller

Panel 88: The Eastern Bloc in Sub-Saharan Africa (Room 218)

Chair: Alessandro Iandolo, London School of Economics

*Eastern Bloc Intelligence and the Congo Crisis, 1956-1961*
Natalia Telepneva, University College London

*Czechoslovak Assistance to Kenya and Uganda, 1962-1966*
Phil Muehlenbeck, George Washington University

*The Inter-German Cold War and the GDR’s Search for Recognition in Tanzania, 1964-1972*
George Roberts, University of Warwick
SHAFFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Comment: Alessandro Iandolo

Panel 89: Ronald Reagan and the Avenue to the Nuclear and Space Talks, 1981-1987 (Room G)

Chair: Erin Mahan, Office of the Secretary of Defense, Historical Office

*Weinberger and the Last Cold War Debate, 1985-1987*
Steven Phillips, Office of the Secretary of Defense, Historical Office

*Ronald Reagan, Europe, and Star Wars, 1982-1986*
Ralph L. Dietl, Queen’s University Belfast

*Caspar Weinberger: War, Peace, and Nuclear Arms Reductions, 1981-1985*
Edward C. Keefer, Office of the Secretary of Defense, Historical Office
Comment: James Graham Wilson, U.S. Department of State, Historical Office

Panel 90: The Western Hemisphere and the Global Cold War: Latin America's Political and Economic Encounters with the Wider World after 1945 (Room 219)

Chair: Vanni Pettinà, El Colegio de México, Centro de Estudios Históricos

Brazil, Nonalignment, and the Struggle for the Region’s Role in the Global Order
Stella Krepp, University of Berne, Switzerland
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

A Mexican New International Economic Order?
Christy Thornton, Rowan University

Pinochet, the IMF, and the World Bank
Claudia Kedar, Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Between North and South: Brazil in the Negotiations on the International Economic Order between 1975 and 1977
Carlo Patti, Federal University of Goiás

Comment: Thomas Field, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Panel 91: The Material Culture of U.S. Overseas Empire (Room 220A)

Chair: Andrew Friedman, Haverford College

Dollars and Signs: American Designs on Colonial Currency
Alvita Akiboh, Northwestern University

Concrete Strategies: American Military Installations in the Philippines, 1900-1945
Diana Martinez, Columbia University

From Supply Lines to Supply Chains: The U.S. Military, Infrastructural Development, and the Origins of South Korea's Export Boom
Patrick Chung, Brown University

Comments by Lauren Hirshberg, Stanford University, will be read by Chair

Panel 92: Sex, Travel, and Better Foreign Relations: Tourist Visions and Tourist Behaviors (Room 223A)

Chair: Laura Belmonte, Oklahoma State University
The Many Charms Around Me: Lust, Landscapes, and Companionship in Mid-Nineteenth Century American Travels in Mexico
Jeffrey F. Taffet, United States Merchant Marine Academy

“I Felt Like a Tourist Instead of a Soldier”: American Soldier-Tourism in Italy, 1943-1945
Andrew N. Buchanan, University of Vermont

Mapping Mexico: Good Neighbor Tourism, Cartography, and U.S.-Mexico Relations
Mette C. Flynt, University of Oklahoma

Comment: Laura Belmonte

Panel 93: Roundtable: Blowing the Whistle on U.S. National Security: Whistleblowing, Secrecy, and American Power (Room I)

Chair: Kathryn Olmsted, University of California, Davis
Hannah Gurman, New York University
Kaeten Mistry, University of East Anglia
John Prados, National Security Archive, George Washington University
Chase Madar, Author and Foreign Affairs Journalist
SHAFR Global Scholars and Diversity Grant winner

Comment: Kathryn Olmsted